HASSLACHER
SURFACE
REFINEMENT

GIVING MORE ROOM TO DIVERSITY
PRODUCT INFORMATION
SURFACE REFINEMENT

PRODUCTS OF THE HASSLACHER GROUP WITH THE OPTION OF SURFACE REFINEMENT
- Glued laminated timber
- Cross laminated timber
- Glued solid timber DUO/TRIO
- Glued laminated timber – special components
- Structural finger jointed solid timber
- Surfaced timber

ADVANTAGES
- High resistance to environmental influences
- Industrially applied, high-quality coating
- Water-based: No heavy metals, no plasticizers, toxicologically safe
- Controlled, ideal conditions ensure consistently homogeneous results
- Cost-effective compared to application on the construction site
- Wide range of design options
- Low manipulation effort and thus minimization of damage

AREAS OF APPLICATION
- Refinement of visible surfaces
  - UV protection against yellowing
  - colourless or transparent to full coverage surface coating
  - Surfaces with oiled optics
- Transport and assembly protection
  - End grain wood sealing
  - Waterproofing
  - Moisture and dirt protection of the surface
- Chemical wood preservation
  - Protection against subsequent insect infestation
  - Protection against subsequent blue stain
  - Protection against rot
- Fire protection
  - Flame retardants for improving fire performance
- Ready to paint surface for Cross Laminated Timber
  - Primer for uniform application of surface paint
  - Final coating
PROJECT INFORMATION HOHO VIENNA
Location: Seestadt Aspern in Vienna
Customer: Handler Bau GmbH
Architect: Rüdiger Lainer + Partner Architekten ZT GmbH
Static design: Woschitz Group

PRODUCTS OF HASSLACHER GROUP
Block glued Glulam columns with two layer surface finishing.
Cross laminated timber in excellent surface in spruce with two-layer surface finishing and intermediate sanding.
From **wood** to **wonders**.